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Welcome to Best of Metro 2013, a collection of the year’s best creative 
solutions from our network. 
 
Original problem-solving is in our DNA, and year after year, we try to surpass 
ourselves in creativity, reach and innovation, in a way no other media can. Our 
ultimate goal — to best serve our advertisers and readers — and our ability to 
constantly innovate in order to provide the most impact is a huge strength for 
Metro, which have proven us worthy of their trust. 

This year, we have many solutions that integrated digital with print, but you will 
also find creative print ads, online/mobile solutions, sampling, events, social 
media, advertorials and editorial support. 
 
We are also introducing ”Best of Metro Award” where we recognise the best of the 
best in each sector. As every operation created outstanding projects along with 
results, choosing the winners was a difficult task! It’s our hope that this collec-
tion of case studies will be a valuable tool for your work.

Congratulations for a fantastic 2013! Keep innovating.

When advertising 
meets the urbanite’s 
demands

Jeremy Bryant, VP Marketing Metro International
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”Changing the legacy 
print newspaper culture 
to connect with readers 
and advertisers across 
all platforms – inclu-
ding, smartly, where 
print fits – is crucial.”

EARL WILKINSON

Read the full interview  
on page 10

”The remaining titles have 
established themselves as 
major players in most of 

those markets, proving the 
flexibility and sustainabi-

lity of the model.”

PIET BAKKER 

More voices about 
the Metro concept on 

page 72

“The launch of McWrap in 
Puerto Rico, exceeded our 

expectations in sales, brand 
projection and customer 

experience...”

KARINA GALLETTI

cases including 
”McDonald’s McWrap” 

on page 10–71
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THE BesT of MeTRo 2013 

REGION

NORTH AMERICA

USA

cANADA

LATIN AMERICA

BRAzIl

cHIlE

cOlOMBIA

EcUADOR

GUATEMAlA

MExIcO

NIcARAGUA*

PERU

PUERTO RIcO

DAILY 
READERSHIP

2 942 000

1 272 000

1 670 000

4 023 500

1 796 000

375 000

448 400

186 000

447 000

275 000

N/A

106 000

390 500

MONTHLY
UNIQUE VISITORS

625272

1124334

39 187

3 109 411

610 000

73 912

53 297

1 237 517

N/A

202 171

410 951

37% 
of the readers are 
aged 35-54 years

GlOBAl FIGURES

35% 
 of the readers are 
aged 16-30 years 56% 

male readers

*Nicaragua launched October 2013. 

METRO 
INTERNATIONAl

METRO 
FRANcHISE

METRO 
PARTNER

METRO 
BElGIUM
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www.metro.lu

18,5M 
daily readership

24 
countries

REGION

EUROPE

BElGIUM

czEcH REPUBlIc

DENMARk

FINlAND

FRANcE

GREEcE  

HUNGARY

ITAlY

NETHERlANDS

PORTUGAl

RUSSIA

SWEDEN

ASIA

HONG kONG

kOREA (SOUTH)

DAILY 
READERSHIP

11 682 000

849.400

462 000

335 000

246 000

2 866 000

N/A

596 000

1 395 000

1 386 000

275 000

1 778 000

1 318 000

1 005 000

544 000

461 000

MONTHLY
UNIQUE VISITORS

25.000

116 900

260 562

220 000 (Weekly)

2 454 000

N/A

N/A

103 549

550 000

N/A

1 101 050

452 594

162 240

146 000

12,5M 
montly unique

visitors

*Nicaragua launched October 2013. 

Readership and online reach based on numbers from September 2013.
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In your opinion, where should newspaper groups 
be investing their time and money?  

Renovate your mission, strategy, people and proces-
ses for the Multi-Media Age. Changing the legacy 
print newspaper culture to connect with readers and 
advertisers across all platforms – including, smartly, 
where print fits – is crucial. Getting everyone on 
board with that mission is crucial. I have followed 
the “Metro Moment” since 1995 in the subways of 
Stockholm, and my challenge to you is to constantly 
ask yourself how that moment is changing and 
adapt accordingly.
 
When people start to talk about print media 
using words like ”dead” or ”dying”, what do you 
say?

Don’t mistake change for death. Don’t confuse a 
platform with a brand. If you are focused exclusively 
on print, you have trouble ahead. If you are focused 
exclusively on digital, you have trouble ahead. But if 
you are focused on journalism and storytelling 
for readers and data and audience solutions for 

advertisers, you will be fine no matter the wrapper 
of the Metro brand.

To my eye, convincing clients of this is more than 
just words. We’ve got to find clever ways to link the 
changes in the news industry to the changes in the 
advertising industry.

One silly example of this I saw recently: The Irish 
Times, like a lot of newspapers worldwide, are 
looking to digitally innovate with internal hackat-
hons. They put a twist on it by involving advertising 
agencies, media buyers, and advertisers themselves 
as the judges – linking them to the Times’ efforts to 
revolutionize.
 
How do you think print news products will 
transform in the near future?

Printed newspapers are increasingly becoming con-
textual devices for deep dives. That’s a fancy way of 
saying they’re becoming magazines that take 
the chatter and make hierarchical sense for readers. 
Broadsheet or tabloid matter little, in my view. It’s 

”Creating the right product at the 
right moment in the right setting 
made Metro a brand of relevance 
nearly two decades ago.”

Earl J. Wilkinson is executive director and chief executive officer of the Internatio-
nal News Media Association (INMA). He is a global trend-spotter with a passion 
for newspapers, the future of media, marketing, and the strategic outlook for the 
newspaper industry. Since Earl joined INMA back in 1990, he has helped transform 
the association into one of the world’s fastest-growing and most influential press 
associations - a leading provider of global best practices and marketing ideas for 
news media companies worldwide. We chatted with Earl about the future of print 
and creativity.
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FAz campaign by Scholz & Friends European Office

about quality, creativity, passion, the things that 
make print great. Yet the pressure for quality in 
print will only rise as I also believe that digital will 
crowd out daily publishing at some point.

How do you see print media co-existing with 
digital/mobile technologies?

Each media brand is different. Yet for most brands, 
I think you have to be across multiple platforms not 
for synergies but because of choices – readers choo-
se print or smartphone or tablet or the computer 
screen. The Guardian and the financial brands are 
different because they choose to create synergies. 
My best advice to publishers is to ask: Why are they 
making those choices, and do they apply to you?

Do you have a favorite campaign, where a brand 
used print media in a particularly creative and 
effective way?

Probably the iconic Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung 
“There’s Always a Clever Mind Behind It” print 
campaign that ran for decades with a single reader 

of FAZ in different locations around Frankfurt, Ger-
many, and the world. It stands out not just because 
of the creative, but because they stuck to it for a 
long, long time.

Metro is free – and as a result, we have a  
difficult time breaking the perception that free 
is synonymous with low quality. What’s your 
argument against that?

I have loved Metro since its birth in the Stockholm 
subway in 1995. I’ve loved its SWAT team launches 
in markets worldwide. I loved how it took advantage 
of legacy publisher arrogance to carve out reader
niches that nobody dreamed existed. It used “free” 
as its knife, so never apologize for that.

There is a lot to be said about quality journalism, 
but I believe relevance is on par – certainly in 2013 
in the digital space. But creating the right product at 
the right moment in the right setting made Metro a 
brand of relevance nearly two decades ago. 
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The Best of Metro 2013 Award is the #1 edition as 
a co-relating annual event to the printed Best of 
Metro booklet.

Rewarding excellence in client synergies in 
marketing, ad and campaign efforts presented in 
Metro newspapers in all 24 Metro markets during 
the past 12 months. Most importantly the Best of 
Metro Award is representing the innovative and 
creative solutions in reaching our key target au-
dience of Metropolitans, engaging and activating 
them in both print and digital.

Deciding on the ’best of the best’ for 2013, we 
looked into following criteria:

• Creativity in using our print media and  
  combining print with digital channels
• Creativity of concept and execution vs.  
  objectives and audience
• Quality and originality of content
• Innovation
• Impact and results
• Engagement with readers,  
  costumers and followers

Throughout nine client sectors eleven cases  
has been awarded for their outstanding  
execution, results and client satisfaction  
following the winning recipe and beyond.

These awards are the result of hard work, great 
client relations, deep local market insights in 
target audience and a will to constantly innovate 
Metro as a free daily newspaper.

Congratulations to both clients and Metro 
operations for these unique awarded cases. 

Best in 
class

Automotive
4% share of 

ad spend in Metro*

P.10

Beauty 
& Health

5% share of 
ad spend in Metro*

P.30

travel
3% share of 

ad spend in Metro*

P.52
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electronics
& telecom

8% share of 
ad spend in Metro*

P.24

entertain-
ment

4% share of 
ad spend in Metro*

P.62

Household
3% share of 

ad spend in Metro*

P.56

Finance 
& Career

23% share of 
ad spend in Metro*

P.38

Food 
& Beverages

2% share of 
ad spend in Metro*

P.14

Fashion 
& Retail

9% share of 
ad spend in Metro*

P.44

*Percentages based on an global average.
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Automotive
You reach them on the move, in cars, busses and subways. Always considering if there  
would be a better and more comfortable way of doing their everyday commute.

TOP cAR clIENTS*

GM (General Motors)/OPEl
FORD
VOlkSWAGEN/AUDI
kIA MOTORS 
TOYOTA
HYUNDAI MOTOR

TAlk OF TOWN
Olivia Fuller @liv_Fuller
Today’s the day! #NewCar

TOP cAR 
MARkETS**

MExIcO
FRENcH cANADA
ENGlISH cANADA
cHIlE
BRAzIl

The top 1 thing Metropolitans 
in Mexico wish they owned 

and would brag about would 
be a car! Same goes for Metro-
politans in Guatemala, czech 
Republic and chile. 2nd thing 
would either be a Rolex, big 
houses, sports or fireplaces. 

What’s the most 
expensive purchase 

you are likely to 
make? 

(20% answered: car)

Social status, 
Freedom & 

Urban lifestyle.

The means of transport 
most associated with: 

METROPOlITANS & AUTOMOTIVE Source: Metropolitan Report #3

Francesca Fox @fitnesskitchen
Too excited for first car since I was 17 
about to arrive any minute...

Jeriel M. Harris @harris_jeriel
I hate when kids get brand new cars 
for their FIRST car. I’m sorry, but you’re 
supposed to get a piece of trash for 
your first car.

* Top automotive clients within the Metro Network
** Top automotive Metro markets

”This is a great case where media literally transcends 
the message. Creativity pays off as Toyota has regained 
the top spot in the crossover segment. Thanks to our 
Metro partner for being part of this great success!”
– Jocelyn Daneau, Quebec regional manager, Toyota canada

WINNER cOMMENTS
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www.metro.lu

clIENT
Association des concessionnaires 
Toyota/Bleu Blanc Rouge Agency

OBJEcTIVES 
To find a creative way to demonstrate 
that the new RAV4’s trunk opens up-
ward.

cREATIVE FORMAT, 
4 PAGES WRAP
The Metro logo was placed horizontally 
across the front page so readers would 
turn the paper sideways in order to get 
the experience of opening the trunk of 
the car. Spread (page 2&3) was positio-
ned across, creating the tabloid sheet 
format which highlighted that the trunk 
opens upward – a real novelty for RAV4 
as the trunk used to open sideways.

toYotA
French canada | April 2013 

AWARDED PRINT USAGE

From top down: Back cover wrap, Full 
page spread (page 2 & 3), cover wrap
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Renault | cut-out ad | Peru

A
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ve

Volkswagen | Double spread banner | czech Republic
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Opel | Bespoke format | czech Republic

Subaru | Sponsorship | French canada

Renault | cut-out ad | Guatemala
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Food and Beverages
You reach them before they go to the stores considering what to cook tonight, enjoy for lunch 
and for some, what kind of breakfast should boost their day.

TAlk OF TOWN

METROPOlITANS AND FOOD & BEVERAGES Source: Metropolitan Report #1

T @Profxmom
Note to self. Don’t go near the shops when hungry.
pic.twitter.com/f9sKjHoWzM

mathew bose @mathewbose
Mmmm...yeah some people take food photos, get over it...! 
#foodporn 

23% 
have dinner at a restaurant at 

least once a week

38% 
have breakfast on their way to 

work at least once a week

49% 
eats a healthy diet

68% 
of women are interested in 
cooking, compared to 60% 

of the men

“The launch of McWrap in Puerto Rico, exceeded our 
expectations in sales, brand projection and customer 
experience. Metro was very effective in providing a tool 
to our brand guidelines combining multimedia advertising, 
promotional high level executions and digital media. 
We can say that Metro was crucial for McWrap to 
remain today as one of our top selling products”
– karina Galletti, Regional Marketing Manager, Arcos Dorados

WINNER cOMMENTS
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clIENTS BRIEF
In May 2013 McDonald’s 
challenged Metro 
Puerto Rico to find a 
clever way to promote 
the launch of their 
new product, the 
McWrap. The client 
wanted to captivate 
the attention of the 
consumer with a 
memorable piece 
that in a smart way 
showed the actual 
size of the pro-
duct they were 
promoting. 

ExEcUTION
This product had already been launched a week be-
fore in other media (print, TV and outdoors), which 
became a challenge to create an impactful promo-
tion. Metro designed a “street activation” exclusively 
for the McWrap, where the newspaper represented 
the “wrap” inserted in the product package. The 
backcover of that day’s edition was designed in a 
way that represented the McWrap. The newspaper 
was rolled and inserted in a piece similar to what the 
consumer would receive at McDonald’s. Metro distri-
buted 120,000 newspapers throughout all distribu-
tion points on the island. 

RESUlTS
Although the campaign had already been launched 
in other media, McDonald’s reported a substantial 
increase in visit at the restaurants that day and sub-
sequent days with high sales for the McWrap. The 
digital activity for the McWrap leaderboard in the 
Metro.pr homepage delivered 134,115 impressions.

McDonald’s
Puerto Rico| MAY 2013

AWARDED WRAPPING

www.metro.lu
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Brookfield Melties| Backcover | Puerto Rico
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coca cola| Full page ad | Italy
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Santa Maria
Sweden |September 2013

INTEGRATED SOlUTION

From top down: Creative print ad, 
online activation, sampling

clIENT
SANTA MARIA - ”WHAT DAY IS YOUR THAI DAY”?

Santa Maria is one of Europe’s leading manufactures 
of spices, Mexican food and international food con-
cepts. 

cAMPAIGN PURPOSE 
Highlight Santa Maria’s assortment of Thai Food. 
Make people choose their own weekly “thai day”. 
Capture people’s attention by creative ad formats. 
Connection to social media and attract people to 
Santa Maria’s retailers. 

IMPlEMENTATION
9 creative ads in Metro. Competition on Instagram 
“take a picture of your home-cooked thai dish and 
win a trip to Thailand” #santamariathaidag. Cam-
paign site www.thaidag.se presenting all entries of 
the competition. Ad in the newspaper presenting the 
winners of the competition. Sampling of spice mixes. 
Metro handled the production of web site, competi-
tion and advertorial.
 
RESUlT 
300 entries. 3.841 Facebook likes and 382 comments 
on Instagram. 63.725 people were exposed to posts 
about thaidag.se on Facebook that where published 
page shares from the campaign site. 4.699 unique 
visits on thaidag.se. Net reach 1.823.000 people (ap-
prox. 43% of Sweden’s population between 16–49 
years old). Over 41.200 products sampled products 
Stockholm, Gothenburg and Malmö.fo
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Fazer| Full page ad | Finland
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Nova Scotia liquor corporation (NSlc) | Bespoke format | English canada

Unilever | Bespoke format | Sweden
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kraft Foods | cover wrap | czech Republic
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Multon/Pulpy
Russia |September 2013

BESPOkE AD FORMAT

clIENT
Multon for the product ”Pulpy”

cAMPAIGN PURPOSE 
The idea was to communicate that Pulpy contains 
the juiciest orange pulp.

IMPlEMENTATION
To demonstrate this orange juice, ”stains” were 
placed on 4 consecutive pages giving the impression 
that the newspaper pages were soaked with orange 
juice coming from a single small and juicy orange 
pulp cell which was shown on the 4th page. This 
innovative way of advertising intrigued the viewers 
grabbing their attention towards the product.
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Valio | Half page ad x2 | Finland

Ferrero | Bespoke format | France
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electronics & telecom
You reach them on the move with it, on it, in it. They will make sure to surround themselves 
with the newest and latest.

Over the course of three months

222,874,258 
tweets were written about fabulous iPads, iPhones, 

flatscreen TVs and gaming consoles.

What’s the most 
expensive purchase you 

are likely to make? 

(27% answered: 
Personal electronics)

METROPOlITANS AND ElEcTRONIcS & TElEcOM Source: Metropolitan Report #3

Angelique McClellan @McclellanAng
So happy right now, I got my life back!| #newiphone pic.twitter.com/NRDUqEKddU

THE BesT of MeTRo 2013 

64%
of metropolitans use their 

mobile/computer/tablets at 
home before work/school.

79% 
of metropolitans use their 

mobile/computer/tablets at 
work/school.

Top things people tend to 
brag about when it comes  

to electronics:
TV

Iphone/Ipad
computer

Gaming console

TAlk OF TOWN

”We are really happy the campaign has received this award. Our 360-campaign this summer 
was incredibly strong and we wanted to take benefit of it. As a fun feature we produced Francis 
Limited Edition puppets of Francis dressed as a pig. We know that cuddly toys are extremely 
appreciated and popular and therefore we offered everyone who signed a Tele2 subscription to 
get a free Francis Limited Edition puppet. The offer was communicated in social media, adver-
torials and through guerrilla activities with the goal to attract costumers to selected stores”
– Johan Masironi, Marketing Manager, Tele2 Residential.

WINNER cOMMENTS
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tele2
Sweden | May 2013

AWARDED USE OF 
SOcIAl MEDIA

www.metro.lu

client
Tele2 offers affordable products and services 
in the mobile phone category and broad-
band.

cAMPAIGN PURPOSE 
The campaign should reflect the new Tele2 
TV commercial with Francis, baby of the 
well-known Tele2 character Frank. Activa-
tion of 5000 Tele2 Francis puppets. Attract 
people to visit the Tele2 stores and create 
additional sale.

IMPlEMENTATION 
• Competition on Instagram and Facebook:  
  take a picture with Francis and tag it with  
  #Tele2Francis.
• Guerilla activities where you could take a  
   picture with Francis and win a Sony Xperia  
   surf pad.
• Campaign site www.tele2francis.se presen- 
  ting all entries of the competition and a spe- 
  cial campaign offer; buy Tele2 subscription  
  and get a Francis Limited Edition puppet.
• Advertorials presenting the winners of the  
  competition, interviewed in selected stores.
• Print ads in Metro.
• Creative print ads in Metro.
• Metro handled the production of web site,  
   competition, guerilla event and advertorial.

RESUlT 
• Over 800 pictures/entries.
• Over 7 000 ”likes” on Instagram.
• Over 2 000 shares on Facebook.
• Each ad (2 in total) reached over  
  1.300.000 people.
• Increased visits to Tele2 stores.

From top: competition Instagram 
and Facebook, contest submission, 
print ad in Metro Sweden, samp-
ling of Francis puppets, Francis.
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Samsung| cover wrap| The Netherlands

Open Mobile | Bellyband + creative backcover for Father’s Day| Puerto Rico
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HTc | Bespoke format | Mexico

Asus| cover wrap | English canada
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Haier| Packaging + Sampling| Global Sales
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Fortum | Bespoke format| Sweden

Sony Playstation | Bespoke format | chile 
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Beauty & Health
You reach them as beauties and beasts, toned and chubby, on a Monday morning when the feasts and joys of 
the weekend are over and when that specific day will be the first day for a new and healthier lifestyle. 

Time spend on appearance 
each morning: 

women: 

24 minutes
men :

17 minutes

METROPOlITANS AND BEAUTY & HEAlTH Source: Metropolitan Report #1 & #3

life of a runner gal @xclife_5k
I just want to have a six pack, be pretty, run fast, have a boyfriend, and do well in school. Is that too 
much to ask for???

THE BesT of MeTRo 2013 

People mostly talk 
about working out on 

Mondays, but they tend 
to actually do it on 

Tuesdays.

The Metropolitans have 
been body-conscious from a 
tender age, with a third clai-
ming that they first became 

aware of how much they 
were eating when they were 

teenagers.

Real Feelings @_BoysPosts
Nobody is ugly. There are just different levels of beauty. Therefore, everybody is beautiful. Even you, 
the one reading this tweet.

TAlk OF TOWN

Body-consciousness

Talk about passion – for beauty and fashion! Metro’s 
win for Maybelline showcases an energetic, show-
stopping Fashion Week campaign that created buzz 
all over New York City – and thrilled the client!
– Valerie Donato, Senior Account Executive, Metro US

WINNER cOMMENTS
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clIENT 
Maybelline/New York Fashion Week

OBJEcTIVE
To generate awareness and promote Maybel-
line during New York Fashion Week.

FUll cAMPAIGN
Thursday, September 5
• Full run Maybelline Glossy Cover Wrap  
   wrapping Metro’s 9/5 edition
• Maybelline NY logo on front page with  
  sponsorship message and on all of Metro’s  
  Fashion Week Preview coverage

Friday, September 6
• Zoned Maybelline Glossy Cover Wrap  
  wrapping Metro’s 9/6 edition distributed at  
  Lincoln Center by Metro promoters
• Continued logo sponsorship on any relevant  
  fashion editorial

Monday, September 9
• Maybelline Purse Wrap wrapping the 9/9  
  edition distributed at Lincoln Center by 10  
  promotional models
• Continued logo sponsorship on any relevant  
  fashion editorial

Tuesday, September 10
• Maybelline full page ad
• Continued logo sponsorship on any 
  relevant fashion editorial

Wednesday, September 11 
to Friday, September 13
Continued logo sponsorship on any 
relevant fashion editorial

Maybelline
USA | September 2013

AWARDED TARGETING

www.metro.lu

From top down: Purse wrap, Glossy cover wrap, Hand pro-
moters in the streets of New York
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Unilever | cover wrap| Mexico

Beiersdorf | cover wrap| France
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l’oréal | Full spread| Finland l’oréal | Full page| Sweden

l’oréal | cut-out ad| Finland
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Garnier | Scented dominator | Portugal

Procter & Gamble | Fullpage + cut-out ad| French canada
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Specsavers | cut-out ad | Sweden
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clinique | Tinted edition | Italy
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Maybelline | Glossy cover wrap | USA

Ésika | Flower sampling | Peru
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Finance & Career
You reach them when their wallets are full and empty. A segment where the next step is the first job, a new job, 
or considering how they will secure their future.  

TAlk OF TOWN

METROPOlITANS AND FINANcE & cAREER Source: Metropolitan Report #1 & #3

Broony @aidanBrown_
I need payday to be moved to suit me depending on how much I spend each month

Naz Dore @jNazDore
When I retire and can live in the sun, doing All things I really love, I’ll be wearing 
a permanent smile :)))

scorey @OmgJess_
How long till payday cos I’m skint

Moscow
70% not happy with their sa-

lary 20% somewhat or comple-

tely happy with their salary

New York
58% not happy with their sa-

lary 27% somewhat or comple-

tely happy with their salary

Sao Paolo
69% not happy with their sa-

lary 30% somewhat or comple-

tely happy with their salary

64% 
of Metropolitans worldwide are more inte-

rested in getting on-the-job training as oppo-
sed to focusing on education.

On average, people expect to 
retire for 18 years but have only 

saved enough for 

10 years

”Publimetro is now a full status partner in the media 
strategy for us. Their investment has grown exponentially 
supported by the good results achieved by our campaigns.”   

WINNER cOMMENTS
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Unitec
Mexico | Jan–Nov 2013

AWARDED IN-HOUSE 
PRODUcTION

www.metro.lu

clIENTS BRIEF
Unitec challenged Publimetro to be their main media to 
promote their educational program and offers for two 
main cities: Mexico DF and Monterrey.  

The main objective for this campaign was to drive 
students to their university, second by the need to 
make sure those students would have contact and a 
better understanding of the wide range of opportunities 
offered by Unitec.  

ExEcUTION
Unitec agreed to develop a full 360° campaign to take 
advantage of the unique opportunity Publimetro has to 
consolidate a communication strategy in all platforms.  
All the strategy and artworks were developed in house 
according to the clients briefing and supervision, to 
fully integrate their needs with our solutions. 

The campaign used editorial content about education 
and employment developed by the client’s academic 
staff, creative print ads, social networks, job section 
sponsorship, custom publishing supplements and BTL.

REAcH
The campaign reached the urban audience of Publi-
metro Mexico City. 50,000 copies of the custom made 
supplement are distributed 3 x year in Mexico City. 
Online campaign generated over 800,000 impres-
sions.

POST cAMPAIGN RESEARcH
Publimetro Mexico received from the client a “World 
class Quality” certificate, awarded by the Laureat 
Corporation (more than 50 universities in the world) 
by achievements in service quality, campaign follow up 
and global results.   
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VISA | cover wrap | Italy

Efecty | Sampling | colombia
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TD Bank | cover wrap | canada

cIBc | Bespoke format | English canada
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clIENT 
Banco Itaú, one of Brazil’s largest financial institu-
tions, ran a campaign encouraging adults to read to 
their kids. 

ExEcUTION
Metro Brazil proposed for the second consecutive 
year a special event during Children’s Day. An event 
date appropriate and also adherence to the client th-
rough the newspaper campaign:

• Mini-format with editorial content geared to  
  children
• Distribution during Children’s day on special  
  routes in parks and on beaches
• Promoters dressed in Itaú’s campaign uniforms
• Unique approach towards children that along with  
  the suppliment they received superhero masks and  
  Itaú’s campaign motto was used.

Banco Itaú
Brazil 

MINI-SUPPlIMENT 
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citibank | Spread banner format | Hong kong

citibank | Bespoke formats | Guatemala

American Express | cover wrap | Mexico
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Fashion & Retail
You reach them when they’re most likely to reconsider if they worn the right clothes, right makeup and shoes 
before leaving home. A proud moment for some to show off and others to envy when they sneak peak on each 
other’s outfit for the day.  

TOP RETAIl
clIENTS* 
cARREFOUR
H&M
WAlMART
PROcTER & GAMBlE

TOP RETAIl 
MARkETS**

BRAzIl
SWEDEN
MExIcO
cANADA

What’s the most 
expensive purchase 

you are likely to 
make? 

(19% answered: clothes)

METROPOlITANS AND FASHION & RETAIl Source: Metropolitan Report #1 & #3

Nader Bitar @naderbitar
Grocery shopping time! What are essentials 
to get? Help please #Hdubai #carrefour

51% 
of the metropolitans say 

that what you own reflects 
who you are and 62% feel 
strongly attached to their 

possessions.

59% 
of women are interested 
in Fashion, compared to 

37% men. 

X @jstxfrankie
I want new clothes.

nhf @berfazurah
In need of new clothes
#Shopping & #Newclothes

TAlk OF TOWN

* Top fashion & retail clients within the Metro Network
** Top fashion & retail Metro markets

We are thrilled to be recognized for Metro Day at H&M in 
Canada!  Metro Day at H&M has been a huge success, crea-
ting excitement, driving store traffic and generating sales!
-Stacey Najman, Marketing Manager, H&M canada

WINNER cOMMENTS
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clIENT
H&M – Metro Day at H&M

OBJEcTIVES
The Metro Day at H&M is a promotional event offe-
ring a special 25% discount on an H&M item for the
Metro readers in Canada.

ExEcUTION

Launching with a 3 day pre-promotion for the event,
readers and shoppers could get a discount just by 
showing their copy of Metro – either the print copy 
or the Metro app. 

On the day of the event, street promoters were loca-
ted outside the H&M flagship stores to drive traffic 
and shoppers in the right direction. Special designed 
Metro paper dresses made out of previous H&M ads 
in Metro!

Metro racks highlighted the event for the shoppers 
and readers. Metro also used social media channels 
Foursquare, Facebook and Twitter to create even 
more buzz and ran a contest on Club Metro with the 
chance to win a $100 gift card to H&M.
 

H&M
canada

AWARDED SPEcIAl PROMO

www.metro.lu

nhf @berfazurah
In need of new clothes
#Shopping & #Newclothes

From top down: Full page promo ad, Special designed Metro paper dresses
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clIENT
Vagabond/VAGABOND GOES WAY OUT WEST WITH METRO.
Vagabond is one of Sweden’s largest shoe manufactures. 

cAMPAIGN PURPOSE 
Strengthen the relationship with Vagabond’s consumers and 
improve their perception of Vagabond as an edgy brand.

IMPlEMENTATION
Vagabond sponsored for the first time the urban music festi-
val Way Out West. Metro and Vagabond created a campaign 
together with two of the bloggers at Metromode.se. The girls 
visited Vagabond’s headquarter for an exclusive story with 
their head designer and they also designed their own shoes 
that the readers could win through a competition on Metro-
mode.se. Ads in Metro and Metro’s supplement “Metro Way 
Out West” (distributed with the daily Metro newspaper and 
at the festival site) pushing people to visit the Vagabond 
event area at the Festival. Ads at metromode.se. Shoes cho-
sen by the two bloggers, were tagged in the Vagabond stores 
with “MetroMode loves” labels. 

RESUlT 
The campaign created massive PR for Vagabond and drove 
readers to their event site at the festival. Each ad in Metro 
Göteborg (total of 3) reached 332.000 people. Advertising on 
metromode.se resulted in 215.000 unique visitors. 15.000 
copies of Metro’s supplement was distributed at the festival 
area. Way Out West had 30.000 visitors 2013.

Vagabond
Sweden | June 2013

NATIVE ADVERTISING

From top down: Metro Mode blog-
gers at Vagabond headquarters, Way 
out West promotion, special designed 
shoes
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Mattel | cover wrap | Italy
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Swatch | cover wrap | Hong kong & France
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From top down: Teaser ads, cover wrap, kenny Belaey, Ipad promotion
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clIENT
Decathlon, Belgium’s largest sports retailer. 

cAMPAIGN PURPOSE 
In March 2013, Decathlon launched a new model of 
fold bike: The Tilt or “One Second Folding Bike”.

The unique selling proposition for this bike is that 
it unfolds in less than a second, making it an ideal 
means of transport for commuters taking the train. 
The bike has been designed with a patented quick 
pop up system with no extra hinges to adjust. This 
means you can fold it down quickly, wheel it along 
the platform and pop onto the train easily.

Metro came up with an extensive brand activation 
campaign to promote the launch of this bike.

IMPlEMENTATION
Metro Belgium went looking for someone ideal for 
promoting this bike and found him: Kenny Belaey, 
the world champion trail biking and his team.

First, Metro created a teasing campaign in print, 
asking readers what they would do within a single 
second. On the launch date of the Twist, Metro pu-
blished a coverwrap presenting the 3 different mo-
dels of bike.

In three major railway stations (Antwerp, Brussels, 
Liège), Kenny and his stunt team showed their skills 
on the new model bike, attracting the attention of the 
public. Every tv screen in the station was used to pro-
mote the contest.

At the same time  a promo team with tablets was pre-
sent, providing more information, and inviting com-
muters to participate in a contest where they could 
win the bike.

During the day 25.000 flyers were distributed and 
a video spot was produced which was later shared 
via the Metro apps, Decathlon’s social media and 
YouTube.

REAcH
The campaign reached more than two million uni-
que readers or 1/5 of the Belgian population. The 
You-Tube video was broadcasted more than 50,000 
times within 1 week.

clIENT TESTIMONIAl

Decathlon
Belgium | March 2013

USER ENGAGEMENT

The launch was  a huge success. 
However in terms of return of invest-
ment of direct sales, this was a quite 

expensive campaign, but the image of 
our brand grew and thanks to Metro, 
we reached our target group on a very 

effective way.
koen Daman; Marketing manager of 

Decathlon Belgium
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travel
5 days a week you reach those who dream of going far, far away to sandy beaches, click on 
the skies or simply just packing their bags for new experiences. 

TAlk OF TOWN

METROPOlITANS AND TRAVEl Source: Metropolitan Report #1

91%
are interested in travelling 

and visiting new places.
 

49%
have travelled abroad for 
leisure in the past year.

TOP clIENTS* 
SAS Scandinavian Airlines
lufthansa (star alliance)
Air canada
My Travel
Emirates

Favorite 
cities   

New york
london

Paris

Alyx Steele @AlyxSteele
At the airport, havnt slept since yesterday got 18 hours ahead 
of me... Do I drink coffee to wake up? Or red wine to go asleep? 
#Traveling

Rob Graham @RobbEG21
Excited/Stressed sorting last bits of stuff out before I go away 
#Traveling #nomorework

* Top travel clients within the  
Metro Network

”The results of this successful collaboration with Embratur brought 
readers across the world closer to the wonders of Brazil. We engaged 
with them by offering a taste of the country that is preparing to host 
two of the worlds biggest sports events in the coming years. Our con-
tinual attempts to find new ways to promote the travel sector through 
innovative and bespoke solutions has strengthened our relationship 
with this client. Everyone involved in these campaigns is very happy! 
Client, agencies and us!”
– Vivi lescher, International Business Director, Metro International

WINNER cOMMENTS
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eMBRAtUR
GlOBAl SAlES 

AWARDED STREET MARkETING

www.metro.lu

clIENT
Brazilian Tourist Board/Embratur

lONDON 2012
Embratur, The Brazilian Tourism Board, took 
advantage of the Olympic atmosphere in London to 
create awareness of their European campaign “The 
world meets in Brazil. Come celebrate life”. The 
Metropolitan network offered an ideal mix of in-
paper and street marketing activity to reach a festive 
audience. Firstly, ads were published in Metro’s 
Olympic Preview Guide, Metro UK and the Evening 
Standard. Then 10,000 branded mini footballs were 
distributed together with the Evening Standard in 
key underground stations. The combination ensured 
Embratur created a buzz amongst commuters and 
successfully engaged with their target audience. 
The campaign was extended with a second wave in 
Metro’s Premium Ad Network, running half pages in 
Germany (Die Welt), France (Le Figaro) and Italy (La 
Repubblica).

NEW YORk 2013
With exactly one year to go until the start of the 
2014 FIFA World Cup, Brazil launched their cam-
paign “The World Meets in Brazil. Come Celebrate 
Life in 2014 FIFA World Cup” in New York. To mark 
the occasion and promote the Brazilian Summer-
Stage taking place in Central Park, postcards were 
distributed by branded promoters in key areas of 
the city. On August 20th, the day tickets to the FIFA 
World Cup 2014 were released, Metro distributed 
5,000 branded mini footballs in Times Square with 
the help of a semi-professional footballer. Together 
with in-paper activity, the campaign engaged with 
the audience and helped to build excitement and 
anticipation for the biggest sporting events in the 
world which are to be hosted by Brazil; the 2014 
World Cup and the 2016 Olympics.
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Andorra Tourism| cover wrap | Portugal

Air Miles | cover wrap | English canada Singapore Airline| cut-out ad | The Netherlands
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South African Tourism | cut-out ad | The Netherlands

Royal caribbean | cover wrap | Mexico
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Household
You reach them as singles, couples and families. With apartments, houses and households.

22%
of Metropolitans say that the most expen-
sive purchase they’re most likely to make 

would be within the household

METROPOlITANS AND HOUSEHOlD Source: Metropolitan Report #3

Netherlands- House/Bathroom, 
Finland- Décor

Top things countries 
are bragging about

THE BesT of MeTRo 2013 

Faith Schoening @FaithAna
It is so expensive to live. All of my money goes to basic food and household items. kudos to 
parents, seriously. It is not easy. #Respect

Angela Grieco @AngelaGreico
When I’m home alone, I turn on all kinda lights. My sis would kill me! #electricitybill #yikes

Tylor Wessel @twessel34
It’s sad to say, but my room is the most expensive room, appliance wise, in our household.....

TAlk OF TOWN

The client was very happy with the results and impact of 
this campaign. Publimetro proved once again  to the be the 
right media for out of the box ideas.
- Andreas Isrial, Sales Director, Publimetro chile

WINNER cOMMENTS
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nestlé/Dog Chow
chile | September 2013

AWARDED SAMPlING

clIENT OBJEcTIVE
Dog Chow was sponsoring the show of the Dog Whisperer in Chile while at the same time, they needed to 
promote their products. They needed an out of the box idea to promote both concepts. 

ExEcUTION
Since the Dog Whisperer is the master of dog behaviour we came up with the idea of having trained dogs in 
several parts of Santiago, delivering the newspaper with a cover wrap of Dog Chow, detailing the product 
offer as well as the Dog Whisperer show. People on the streets that day were amazed by the dogs delivering 
the newspaper (along with Publimetro’s promoters) and resulting in a one of a kind delivery of Publimetro 
that day.

www.metro.lu

From top down: Trained dog 
promoters, Cover wrap
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clIENT
Hill’s/Procter & Gamble

cAMPAIGN PURPOSE 
To create a special edition dedicated to domestic animals 
containing information about pet’s health and care for 
man’s best friends. 

IMPlEMENTATION
The distribution of Metro Pet took place at Zoomarket, a tra-
de show held on the 11th and 12th of May in Bologna. This 
trade show specialises in products concerning pet’s health 
care. Hill’s produce and sell animal food but was not present 
at the trade show, so they commissioned 20.000 copies of 
Metro Pet to be distributed on the outside of the trade show, 
reaching the desired target audience over the two days. 

The photos and some technical information was provided by 
the client as well as all the ads in the special  edition. 

RESUlT 
The special edition was a success, those who received Metro 
Pet kept the copy as it contained useful information and tips 
regarding the care of their animal. Hill’s asked us to print an 
extra 700 copies for their nationwide  shops, allowing their 
customers the opportunity of taking a copy home. 

Metro Pet
Italy | May 2013

Special Suppliment

From top down: cover Wrap, MetroPet Special suppliment
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Procter & Gamble/tide
ENGlISH cANADA | July 2013

AWARDED USER ENGAGEMENT

clIENT OBJEcTIVE
P&G ran a photobooth at Harbourfront for Canada Day. Several batches of photos were uploaded to Metro’s 
site throughout Canada Day and we selected the ones that represented the best 
diversity of Canadians.The client approved the images by 6pm that evening and 
the wrap ran the very next day.

From top down: Cover wrap, Dominator ads

THE BesT of MeTRo 2013 

We were very impressed with the agility of the Metro team in 
enabling this campaign to happen in real time. Metro was a 
strong partner in creating an innovative solution that not only 
met the brand’s needs, but was also executed flawlessly.
– Polina Buchan, P&G Brand Operations - Fabric care

WINNER cOMMENTS
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Glidden | Backcover | Puerto Rico

Duracel | cut-out ad | Russia
Durex | cover wrap | Hong kong
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entertainment
You reach them when they’re already considering what to watch tonight, what to do over 
the weekend and whom to bring. 

TOP cAR clIENTS*

20th cENTURY FOx 
SONY PIcTURE
cANAl+
WAlT DISNEY
PARAMOUNT PIcTURES

Nr. 1  thing 
metropolitans 

appreciate most 
about urban 

life is the leisure 
activities.

60%
have been to a music 

concert in the past year.
 

METROPOlITANS AND ENTERTAINMENT Source: Metropolitan Report #1 & #3

68%
have been to the cinema 

in the last 3 months

* Top entertainment clients within the Metro Network

scott secor @Secor_1
chillin with myself and I #movieTime #meTime

TAlk OF TOWN

Kimberly Rowe @rowekiimmii
I’m gay for Rihanna. I want her. She is the most beautiful 
human being I have ever laid eyes on. HOlY MOlY!I 
#angelRiRi #bestconcert

Tichhh @lilfukuda 
I just shook Hoodies hand, no big deal. I will now die 
happy #bestconcert

“Monopoly was a very successful platform within the Puerto Rican market, not only 
in sales, but also in the growth of its brand. We wanted to take advantage of all the 
well-known elements of the game and communicate all its magic in an innovative way.  
Through the Augmented Reality technology we accomplished that purpose, incorpora-
ting this digital novelty in the print ads published in Metro. The print quality of Metro 
was crucial to accomplish the optimal performance of this technology taking it to the 
hands of the readers through its full print run.” 
– karina Galletti, Regional Marketing Manager, Arcos Dorados

WINNER cOMMENTS
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McDonald’s + Monopoly
Puerto Rico | July 2013

AWARDED MOBIlE USAGE

www.metro.lu

clIENTS BRIEF
In July 2013 McDonald’s launched its promo in 
Metro for the Monopoly sweepstakes in order to 
engage the consumers to participate in the game. 
Metro carried street promotion with all Metro 
promoters, dressed as Mr. Monopoly – tuxedo shirt, 
hat and a mustache – with print ads, web banner 
and support in Metro’s social platforms. The cam-
paign consisted of a 4 page spread, with one of the 
ads being the Monopoly board game which came 
alive when readers downloaded the 
McDonald’s Monopoly promo 
mobile application. This way 
readers could appreciate the full promo 
in 3D. 

REAcH
The promotion was carried out through all distri-
bution points, with a full circulation of 115 000.

RESUlT
Memorable and creative promotion. Consumers 
and even clients still talk about that special promo-
tion. Approximately 33 000 android and 30 000 
iPhone McDonald’s Monopoly apps were downloa-
ded for that specific execution.

From top down: McDonald’s Monopoly smartphone applica-
tion, Dressed hand promoters, cover wrap, Full page Mono-
poly game ads for McDonald’s, Monoply man
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Ubisoft | Bespoke format | The Netherlands

Universal Pictures | cut-out ad | Peru
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Sony Playstation | Bespoke format | chile

Sony Playstation | Bespoke format | chile
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clIENTS BRIEF 
Moviecity was looking for an alternative and 
creative solution to promote the movies on their 
channels. The client was also looking for alternative 
ways to promote  ”Moviecity Play”, a new multiplat-
form service to watch movies and series. 

The first objective was to promote the Oscar Award 
nominees and winning movies on their channels 
and to drive traffic to ”Moviecity Play”.   

ExEcUTION 
Phase 1, Sponsorship for exclusive editorial content 
about the Oscar Awards, with creative ads promo-
ting the movies that the client had in their own 
channels. 

Phase 2, the strategy was based on:  
a) Sponsored editorial content about Moviecity’s 
new series and exclusive interviews with actors. 

b) BTL’s using “buttons” and give away cards with 
promotional codes for a 15 days free subscription of 
Moviecity Play (a total of 6 BTL’s with 75,000 cards/
BTL).

c) Digital support with content, banners, Facebook  
posts and Tweets.

REAcH
The cross platform campaign reached the urban 
audience in Mexico City, plus the daily posts on 
Facebook, Twitter and the BTL’s. 

ANAlYTIcS
In September the online campaign generated over 
1,600,000 impressions . An average of 7,000 Face-
book followers and over 140,000 on Twitter. 

Moviecity
Mexico | February 2013

AWARDED PRINT + DIGITAl USAGE

THE BesT of MeTRo 2013 

”The new formats proposed by Metro provided great value to our campaign. It 
has served as a very personal and close media, this 360° campaign allowed 
us to reach consumers in different ways and at different times, even got to give 
the readers of Metro the possibility to enjoy Play Moviecity for 15 days, taking a 
redemption of 4%, which is a very good result. The online campaign has helped us 
strengthen the campaign in print and was one of the most efficient online media 
hired moviecityplay.com to bring traffic to both the number of clicks as length of 
stay and low bounce rate” 
Gina Jesus, Premium Marketing Manager Fox Television Group S. de R.l. de c.V.

WINNER cOMMENTS
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www.metro.lu

From top down: creative skybox ad, 
creative cut out ad, Full page ad, Facebook 
promotion, Online wall paper & banner
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columbia Pictures | Fake cover| Brazil

20th century Fox | Bespoke format | Mexico
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clIENT
HBO TV

cAMPAIGN PURPOSE
Promotion of the new Hungarian series of  
HBO TV channel dedicated to women.

IMPlEMENTATION

• The newspaper was packed in a special 
   creative envelope
•  15 000 copies hand distribution to women
• Half page ad plus quarter PR ad in the paper
• Powerful print campaign in Metropol Hungary
• Premium outdoor campaign, focusing on a  
   Budapest city center
• Cinema Campaign
• Campaign ran online but not through HBO

In addition to this project there were a building 
video mapping at Gozsdu Udvar (central meeting 
point in the capital)
•  Ambient appearance
•  Promotion: ”Win a bike”

HBo tV
Hungary | September 2013

creative packaging
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FOx/The Walking Dead | zombie edition + zombie-acting promoters | Peru
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columbia Pictures | Fake cover | Brazil

Fx | Fake cover | chile
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METRO THE FREE NEWSPAPER

”After almost 20 years of free newspapers, the most remarkable thing has been how this concept has developed over 
the years; titles have vanished, competition increased and disappeared again, circulation dropped in European 
markets – but there are still free newspapers in almost 60 countries world-wide. The remaining titles have esta-
blished themselves as major players in most of those markets, proving the flexibility and sustainability of the model.”
– Dr. Piet Bakker, Newspaper Innovation

METRO AND THE TARGET AUDIENcE

”We focus on the content, to have a very interesting, innovative newspaper for the city people. We use a young, fresh 
and fast-read language for people on the go. Our audience are college students, professionals, executives and em-
ployees with purchase power who enjoys to read the newspaper during their way to work. We have a unique model 
of intelligent distribution, that targets the specific audience our clients need.”
– lina Molina, Managing Director, Publimetro colombia

METRO AND ADVERTISING TRENDS

”What we experience as one of the biggest evolvements is the demand to excel both in print and digital execu-
tion for all clients, not only for the big ones.  When it comes to creativity, we see strong global trends, where sole 
creative print ads has been replaced by native advertising, packaging of the product and using print together 
with other mobile solutions. When studying the trends of advertising in Metro around the world you realize how 
homogenous the Metropolitan audience is and how a concept in Brazil easily can be implemented in Finland.” 
– Johanna Runebjörk, Global Marketing Director, Metro International

METRO AND INNOVATION

”Metro’s DNA is all about innovation. From the first business plan until now we have been challenging status quo 
and offering new alternative ways of connecting advertisers to our readers. And always ask for more briefings than 
budget. When we get the opportunity to understand what are the issues that communication should address, we 
are able to customize the best solution, not only from our actual offer portfolio, but even putting in place whatever 
innovation is necessary to help clients solve issues.”

– carlos Edurado Scappini, commercial & Marketing Director, Metro Brazil

THE METRO 
CONCEPT
VOICES ABOUT
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